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Data collection using IoT store data in Cloud stimulate AI advancement 
communication networks (5G) evolution paying attention to the Blockchain
technology for connecting transparent economy ecosystem
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New technologies are applied to all convergence products, services, and 
manufactures such as self-driving cars, IoT products, AI speakers, and smart 
factories.

Connected car (HMC)Autonomous driving 
(Google Waymo)

Smart logistics (Amazon)Smart factory (Adidas)

Pulmonary rehabilitation (Life 
Semantics)

Non-contact thermometer 
(Partron)

Kakao MiniNaver, WAVE / Friends



When attack occurs, it does not end with simple information extortion 
but have a severe impact on the real world causing social unrest 
for destructive and economic purposes
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Collapse of Florida:  ransomware attack

Baltimore, US, “ransomware recovery 

costs about KRW 21 billion”

Recently 2yrs’ estimated damage on virtual currency 

crime is 22.2million USD “A strict response”
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• 5G is 20 times faster than 4G and this means that the speed of cyber attacks will 
also increase 20 times.

Higher damage expected when an attack occurs due to the characteristics of 5G     
(hyper-connectivity, ultra-low latency and mass coverage(1million devices)

• By 2021, it is forecasted that the damage scale caused by global cyber attack will 
reach $6 trillion. (CES Report, US, 2018)

• 460 million pieces of cyber threat information were collected during January to 
June, 2019 (KISA Cyber Security Big Data center)

More than 260,000 devices infected…

large-scale Mirai Botnet found 

Mirai Botnet C&C analyzed that more than 260,000 devices 

were infected in more than 196 countries in this order

: China, Brazil, Taiwan, Pakistan, USA, Russia, India, Korea, Japan, Netherlands



Securing corporate referencesRemoving PAIN POINTS Providing user convenience

Carry out large scale pilot projects and enhance public awareness 
to invigorate public and private blockchain industry
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8 (contest scheduled)

13
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6 selected in the 1st contest, 
and the 2nd competition is underway

Case of Korea Transportation Safety Agency 
automobile inspection information system
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Region Middle East Africa Southeast Asia
Central 

& South America
America

Countr

y
Oman Tanzania Indonesia Costa Rica USA

Office

Korean Embassy 

in Oman

(Muscat)

KOTRA 

Business Center

(Dar Es Salaam)

Local liaison office

(Jakarta)

Central American 

Bank for Economy 

Integration (San Jose)

Independent office

(Silicon Valley)

<Bases in 5 regions> 

<Contract signing on building mobile money system, 
Tanzania Telecommunications Company Limited (TTCL)> 

⦁ Sign date: February 13, 2019

⦁ Contract period: 7 years from the contract date

⦁ Investment amount: $12.3 million (Build up Tanzania mobile money system)

⦁ Contractor: Paylink Korea (partners: Hana Bank, VISA Card, Sunshine Group)

⦁ Revenue distribution: Commissions distributed to Paylink Korea (40%) and TTCL (60%)



KISA Will Do Our Best

To Keep Safety of

The Cyber World

Thank You


